
Tank top tunic with a twist 
12-18m-14 tutorial

Legal: 
When you buy a pattern from Made by Runi you’re entering a personal 
ag-reement with Made by Runi / Runi Arntsen. You are not permitted to in 
any way share or re-sell a bought pdf-pattern. Of course you are permitted 
to buy the pattern for someone else, in those cases the agreement transfers 
to the recipient. As an example, if let’s say your grandmother wants the pat-
tern (or you want her to have it) you’re of course allowed to buy and print it 
out for her. I permit commercial use in a small scale. To clearify, if you have 
a small business (sew on your own) you do not need any additional permits 
to produce clothes from the pattern to sell, all I ask is that you in some way 
mention that it is from a Made by Runi pattern.
For questions, don’t hesitate send a message on facebook at: 
http://www.facebook.com/madebyruni

About the pattern:
This pattern contains sizes 12-18m-14 
and options for curved or straight back. 



Material: 
I reccomend using cotton-jersey knit for this pattern. It’s possible to use in-
terlock and probably suede aswell, but the pattern is made for cotton-jersey 
primarily so you may have to adjust accordingly.

Material usage:
I have’t added seem-allowance in the pattern, and the illustration 
below shows the pattern parts on folded fabric with a width of 150 cm 
Don’t forget to take seem-allowance and shrinkage in consideration 
if you order fabric after the pattern measurements. The lenght of the 
skirts are made for trim or lace, if you want to hem, add for that.



Printing: Print the document in actual size and check that the control squ-
are is at the exact right size. There are marked cut-lines on the printed papers, 
it’s important that you remove the exess paper. Assemble the pattern as depic-
ted below, tape is your friend ;) Every size has it’s own colour on the pattern 
to make it easier to trace. It’s possible to print in b&w but harder to trace. This 
pattern is made using layers, enabeling you to print 1 size at the time.



Getting started:
Start with tracing the size you’re going to sew. Since people vary in the am-
mount of allowance they are comfortable with, I’ve chosen not to add any and 
let you decide for yourself. Add allowance where you are going to sew together 
two peices. Do not add allowance where you’re going to bind. I usually have an 
allowance of 0.6 cm since I usually use a serger with a seam that’s 0.5cm wide.

Start with cutting all the peices you’ll need for the version you’re making. Both 
the front and the back pieces are cut against fold. If you want to use lace, I recco-
mend using non-elastic lace, since it’s easier to work with, though it is possible 
to use elastic.



Stitch one shoulder then bind the neck and the armpit of the shoulder you just 
stitched.

When that’s done it’s supposed to look something like this.



Continue stitching and binding the side.

Then you stich the skirt parts, right against right, like depicted.



Whan that’s done it’s supposed to look something like this.

Stitch one side from the armpit all the down the skirt, be extra careful with your 
seam alloance since the seam can pull a bit.



If you are careful with the seam allowance the seams will end up like this in the 
side seam.

Now it’s time to decide if you’re going to hem, bind or use lace at the bottom.Since 
most people ask about how I use lace, I’ve choosen to show it in the tutorial. I use 
the serger to sew the lace right against right all around the skirt. I prefer lace that’s 
about 1 inch wide. It doesn’t matter if it’s elastic or not. 
After that I fixate the lace with regular stitches, and after that I stitch the other 
side seam and done.



More photos of finished garments is regularly posted at my facbook page and 
instagram:
 
Instagram: @madebyruni (feel free to use #madebyruni when you post photos of 
clothes sewn after my patterns)
 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/madebyruni/
          https://www.facebook.com/groups/1153517751347356/

All my patterns are available for purchase ar www.madebyruni.com several of 
them are also available as printed patterns




